Various technologies already exist that enable parents to determine whether their future children will have or lack certain genetic predispositions*.* Pre-natal testing and selective abortion allow parents to decide whether to continue with a particular pregnancy based on genetic information about the developing embryo or foetus. *In vitro* fertilization (IVF) and preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) allow parents to acquire genetic information about a range of embryos and then determine which to gestate on the basis of that information. In the future it may become possible for parents employing assisted reproductive technologies to decide which eggs to fertilize with which sperm on the basis of reliable genetic information about the available eggs and sperm.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Advances in genetic engineering technologies could also allow parents to directly alter the genes of existing sperm, eggs, embryos or foetuses.

We use the term 'reproductive genetic technologies' or 'RGTs' to refer collectively to these technologies and to any other technologies that enable parents or others to (i) determine which of different possible future children to bring into existence based on detailed information about their likely genetic make-up, or (ii) alter the genetic make-up of a given future child whom the parents intend to bring into existence.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}

There are at least two important questions that might be asked about RGTs. First, given the availability of specific RGTs, how ought parents to use them? That is -- what are the obligations of parents with regard to using the RGTs that are available?[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} Second, given the technical feasibility of specific RGTs, which should be made available to prospective parents? That is -- how ought governments, or other regulatory bodies, to provide and regulate access to RGTs?

A popular class of responses to the second question come under the banner of 'liberal eugenics'.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} Liberal eugenic approaches stress the importance of parental autonomy, and support widespread access to RGTs. One of the earliest descriptions of such an approach is found in Robert Nozick\'s *Anarchy, State, and Utopia*. Nozick advocates a 'genetic supermarket':[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}

> Consider ... the issue of genetic engineering. Many biologists tend to think the problem is one of design, of specifying the best types of persons so that biologists can proceed to produce them. Thus they worry over what sort(s) of person there is to be and who will control this process. They do not tend to think, perhaps because it diminishes the importance of their role, of a system in which they run a 'genetic supermarket', meeting the individual specifications (within certain moral limits) of prospective parents ... This supermarket system has the great virtue that it involves no centralized decision fixing the future of human type(s).

The core idea of the genetic supermarket, and of liberal eugenics, is that RGTs are freely available to prospective parents, who are ultimately responsible for making selection decisions about the children. This model for regulating access to RGTs can be contrasted with older eugenic practices, which involved coercing people into certain reproductive choices, and current regulations governing access to embryo screening technologies, which in many jurisdictions restrict the use of RGTs to the prevention of diseases, or a sub-class of diseases.[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}

Most writers in the liberal eugenic tradition accept there should be some limits placed on parental use of RGTs. The genetic supermarket should not be a true free market. However, they take a true free market to be the default position, with any deviation from it requiring a justification.

There is disagreement about precisely how much deviation from a true free market is justified. Some writers argue that it is only permissible to interfere with parental choice to protect the children who are targets of these technologies.[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} Others argue that it may also be permissible to interfere with parental choice to promote social goals like equality, and to protect the public interest.[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"}

One way in which the 'public interest' could be harmed as a result of widespread use of RGTs is through the effect of collective action problems. We will take it that a collective action problem exists whenever rational individual agents acting in isolation from one another collectively have a negative effect on wider society.[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"}

Many writers have pointed to the fact that collective action problems could potentially arise for some traits targeted by RGTs, and have claimed that this would potentially justify restricting access to these technologies.[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} However, so far this discussion has mainly focussed on only one collective action problem: that posed by RGTs targeting height. The broader significance of collective action problems for the regulation of RGTs has not been investigated.

In this article we assess the likelihood and significance of several collective action problems that could arise in a genetic supermarket. In Part 1, we consider whether and to what extent collective action problems are likely to arise for RGTs targeting height, innate immunity and particular cognitive traits. We argue that collective action problems could arise in all three areas, with different factors affecting their extent and scope. Thus, we suggest, the concern about collective action problems is a serious one. In Part 2, we argue that if the availability of particular RGTs did result in collective action problems, then it would be appropriate for the state to restrict access to them in certain circumstances. We conclude by discussing the implications of our arguments for debates regarding the appropriate framework for regulating RGTs.

1. Collective Action Problems
=============================

The idea that collective action problems could potentially result from widespread access to particular RGTs has been suggested by many authors. For example, Singer says that:[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"}

> being able to select for height. ... could start the human equivalent of the peacock\'s tail -- an escalating 'height race' in which the height that distinguishes 'tall' people from those who are 'normal' increases year by year, to no one\'s benefit, at considerable environmental cost, and perhaps eventually even at some health cost to the children themselves. Genetic enhancement could lead to a collective action problem, in which the rational pursuit of individual self-interest makes us all worse off.

In this section we will examine the significance of the collective action problem presented by RGTs targeting height. We will also discuss two other types of RGTs that could potentially result in collective action problems that have not previously been discussed in the literature -- RGTs that target innate immunity and those targeting certain cognitive traits.[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} We assume throughout that rational parents faced with decisions about how to use RGTs would be motivated by the wellbeing of their future child.[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} That is, if choosing between different possible future children, they would choose to have a child who can be expected to have a life containing more wellbeing over a child who can be expected to have a life containing less wellbeing, and if choosing what dispositions to bring about in a given future child, they would choose to bring about dispositions that can be expected to give the future child more rather than less wellbeing.[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"} The collective action problems we discuss arise when individual couples or single parents use RGTs in ways that are expectedly best for their children, but where parents as a collective act in a way that is bad for all of their children. No individual couple or single parent could make their future child expectedly better off by acting differently, but if all parents acted differently, all of their children would be expectedly better off.[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"}

1.1 Height
----------

The idea that RGTs targeting height would lead to a collective action problem builds on empirical research suggesting that tall people perform better on a range of measures thought relevant to wellbeing. Tall people have been found to be more attractive to the opposite sex and more likely to have a long-term partner.[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"} Tall people also make more money, even when factors like level of education are controlled for. Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, height has been found to be correlated with subjective wellbeing.[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"} If RGTs which target height were available in the genetic supermarket we might expect rational parents to use these RGTs to attempt to have taller children.[18](#fn18){ref-type="fn"}

However, if every parent used RGTs to have taller children, this would negate any positive effect of the additional height on wellbeing. This is because everyone\'s relative height would stay more or less the same, and it is relative height rather than absolute height that is associated with increased career and relationship success and subjective happiness. Further, there are ways in which the widespread provision of height enhancements would make everyone worse off. Buchanan and co-authors note that even if the means of height enhancement had no direct negative health consequences for the enhanced individual, such enhancements would nevertheless have costs, including the economic costs of the intervention itself and the costs of redesigning our buildings, vehicles and environment more generally to accommodate taller individuals.[19](#fn19){ref-type="fn"} There may also be other environmental costs associated with height enhancements. In general tall people need to eat more food, require more fuel to travel, and consume more resources than shorter people. The creation of taller people could increase carbon emissions and increase the risk of dangerous climate change. Indeed, in a recent article, S. Matthew Liao and co-authors argue that, if we wish to use RGTs to protect our populations against climate change, we should already be aiming to make future people *shorter* than we are.[20](#fn20){ref-type="fn"}

Despite these costs, however, rational parents could be expected to use RGTs to have taller children. If other parents use RGTs to target height and you do not, your child will end up enduring a significant height-related disadvantage. On the other hand, if other parents do not use RGTs in this way, and you do, your child will enjoy a significant wellbeing advantage. Thus, regardless of what other parents do, if you are motivated by the wellbeing of your own future child, you will attempt to use RGTs to have taller children. The fact that choosing to have a taller child may also contribute to social and environmental costs of the sort mentioned above is unlikely to be a decisive consideration for parents motivated solely by the wellbeing of their future child, since most of those costs will be borne by others. In theory then, the availability of RGTs which target height in the genetic supermarket would create a collective action problem. The rational actions of individuals in the market would make everyone worse off.

However the problem may not be as significant as it is sometimes presented. For one, the relationship between height and subjective wellbeing is strongly affected by sex. Only in males is height independently correlated with increases in wellbeing, once economic and health impacts are controlled for.[21](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} Taller women are happier only because they are, on average, healthier and earn more money. The association between height and wellbeing in women may therefore be better explained by factors which cause both tallness and elevated wellbeing rather than a direct relationship between height and wellbeing. Malnourishment in childhood, for example, may lead to individuals being shorter as adults, and may also prevent them from reaching their full cognitive potential. This could contribute to worse educational outcomes and earnings in adulthood.[22](#fn22){ref-type="fn"} Consequently, we might expect that direct height enhancements would be more popular among parents of male children than female children. Further, at very extreme heights it is doubtful whether further height increases will be associated with increases in wellbeing. Being extremely tall has health and social costs. At extreme heights individuals can find it difficult to attract romantic partners.[23](#fn23){ref-type="fn"} Being very tall can lead to cardiovascular problems, because of the increased load on the heart to supply the body with blood. It can also lead to problems resulting from the increased time it takes the brain to communicate with the extremities. If humans were to get taller and taller, at some point any relative height advantage would surely be outweighed by these costs.

Therefore, while widespread access to height enhancements will potentially lead to a collective action problem, this problem might be somewhat limited in scope (due to the fact that height does not appear to confer a wellbeing advantage on women) and in magnitude (due to the fact that increasing height is likely to cause a net loss of wellbeing at some point).

1.2 Innate immunity
-------------------

The widespread availability of RGTs capable of targeting innate immunity could also lead to collective action problems. In a genetic supermarket some immune system genes may be more desirable than others, as they provide protection against the likeliest disease threats. However, if many parents pick the same immune system genes for their children, their combined actions may reduce population level immunodiversity, and this could make everyone worse off.

Some genes provide protection against some diseases but increase susceptibility to others. For example, it is known that a variant of the DARC gene -- which codes for an antigen found on red blood cells -- provides protection against malaria. However this version of the gene also disposes people to be more susceptible to human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).[24](#fn24){ref-type="fn"} Genes like this could potentially lead to collective action problems, as it may be best for any given individual to have one variant, but best for the overall wellbeing of the population for there to be a mixture of the two variants in the population. For example, imagine a population in which the average incidence of malaria is 3% and the incidence of HIV is 5%, and assume that it is at least as bad to have HIV as to have malaria. If everyone chose the version of the gene that was expectably best for their children, they would pick the version of the gene which provided protection against HIV. However this could make the population as a whole worse off. If a mixture of genes were present in the population, this might ensure that any epidemics of HIV or malaria would be only moderately severe. However, if everyone had the gene that protects against HIV and leaves them susceptible to the malaria virus, the result could be that malaria epidemics would tend to be very severe. Even if there were a corresponding reduction in the severity of HIV epidemics, this could be a negative outcome overall. Severe epidemics may be particularly undesirable as they result in many people being sick simultaneously, which can disrupt the supply of essential goods and services. This can lead to worse outcomes for those directly affected by an illness as well as the broader population. For example, as the supply of health services can be disrupted, sick individuals may have trouble getting properly diagnosed and treated. Similarly, as the supply of other essential goods can be disrupted, severe epidemics can have negative flow-on effects for healthy individuals. Therefore, in cases such as these, it may be preferable for a population to maintain a certain amount of genetic diversity. Diversity would reduce the likelihood that a significant portion of the population would become sick at the one time.

Other immune genes have known benefits but may also have costs that are yet to be discovered. These genes could also pose collective action problems if available in a genetic supermarket. For example, the CCR5 gene codes for a type of receptor found on macrophages (a type of white blood cell), which are targeted by the HIV virus. One form of the CCR5 gene provides resistance to the HIV virus.[25](#fn25){ref-type="fn"} However, given the important role played by macrophage receptors in fighting other infections, it is possible that individuals with this form of the gene will be more susceptible to other infectious agents that are yet to evolve. If this gene were available in a genetic supermarket it seems plausible that many parents would select the form of the gene which provides resistance to HIV. This is likely to be the case even in populations where HIV is only a minor threat. But the combined result of many people selecting this gene for their children may be bad for those populations as a whole, as it may increase their susceptibility to future epidemics.

This problem could be exacerbated if many different immune genes could be targeted by RGTs. If parents make many similar decisions across a range of immune genes, a significant reduction in the general immune-diversity of a population may result. This general reduction in genetic diversity could make these populations prone to being devastated, and even wiped out, by novel disease threats.

Of course, it might be thought that, while in theory RGTs that target immunity will result in collective action problems, the ability of a human population to fight disease in other ways may render these problems insignificant by the time a genetic supermarket opens. Vaccines and antibiotics can already mitigate many infectious disease threats, and in the future other technologies may make innate immunity even less important than it is now. However, it is difficult to be confident that innate immunity will be less important in the future. Antibiotic resistance is becoming a major issue and if it continues we may even find that innate immunity will be more important for the population than it is now.

1.3 Cognitive traits
--------------------

RGTs targeting certain cognitive traits could also lead to collective action problems.[26](#fn26){ref-type="fn"} Some cognition-related genes may be very popular in an unregulated genetic supermarket. However, the combined action of many parents choosing these genes for their children may reduce valuable types of cognitive diversity and make everyone worse off.

Recent work in social science has demonstrated that when groups of people are solving complex problems, cognitive diversity can matter more than individual ability.[27](#fn27){ref-type="fn"} Cognitive diversity in this sense refers to differences in how each 'individual sees the world, interprets its problems, and makes predictions in it'.[28](#fn28){ref-type="fn"} Groups with low levels of cognitive diversity tend to get stuck on sub-optimal solutions when attempting to solve complex problems together. Because individuals in these groups have similar ways of approaching the problem, they will not be able to see the whole range of potential solutions available. In contrast, when cognitively diverse groups are solving problems together, they can assess more potential solutions, meaning they are more likely to find optimal solutions to problems.[29](#fn29){ref-type="fn"} This model is supported by data showing that cognitively diverse teams outperform less diverse teams on measures of problem solving.[30](#fn30){ref-type="fn"}

If this model is accurate, cognitive diversity may influence the collective wellbeing of a society. Cognitive diversity makes groups of people better at solving problems, and populations benefit from this. Reducing cognitive diversity could potentially have very significant long-term effects on future generations, as it could diminish society\'s ability to deal with complex global problems like climate change.

In many circumstances we would not expect all rational parents to pick the same cognition targeted genes for their children, and so cognitive diversity might not be significantly reduced by the availability of RGTs that affect cognition. Generally, rational individuals have many diverse preferences, and so we may expect them to make diverse choices regarding which cognition-affecting genes they pick for their children. However some preferences may be very widely shared by many parents. For instance, it seems plausible that most parents want their children to be happy. Studies indicate that parents generally prefer teachers that make their children happy over ones that increase their academic performance.[31](#fn31){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, if some genes make it more likely children will be happy we may expect many rational parents to select them for their children. If this has the effect of lowering a valuable type of cognitive diversity, it may make everyone worse off.

Consider genes that predispose individuals to depression. Being prone to depression can make someone\'s life harder and less enjoyable. This may mean that, in a genetic supermarket, rational individuals would select against genes that predispose to depression. However, these genes may also contribute to valuable cognitive skills. For example, people who are predisposed to depression have been shown to have increased analytic skills.[32](#fn32){ref-type="fn"} Research also suggests that people who are depressed use different heuristics to solve problems from those used by people who are not depressed.[33](#fn33){ref-type="fn"} The existence of individuals on the depressive spectrum, then, could constitute a valuable type of cognitive diversity -- one that contributes to collective wellbeing.[34](#fn34){ref-type="fn"}

Another example of a cognitive trait that may influence happiness is extroversion. A variety of studies have linked being extroverted to increased levels of subjective wellbeing.[35](#fn35){ref-type="fn"} This means that if RGTs were available which targeted extroversion, we may expect rational parents who value happiness for their children to take steps to increase their chance of having an extroverted child. If many parents did this, it would have the effect of reducing the population level diversity of this trait. But this could also be bad for the population as a whole. Studies indicate that introverts and extroverts have differences in brain structure,[36](#fn36){ref-type="fn"} and respond differently to stimuli.[37](#fn37){ref-type="fn"} It\'s plausible that this contributes to distinctive perspectives and heuristics and represents a valuable type of cognitive diversity.

The widespread availability of RGTs targeting extroversion and depression may, therefore, pose a collective action problem. It may be rational for parents who value happiness to use the RGTs to select against genes that predispose individuals to depression and introversion. But this could be detrimental for the population as a whole because it reduces a valuable kind of cognitive diversity.

2. Collective Action Problems and the Role of the State
=======================================================

In the previous section, we looked at some collective action problems that may arise in a genetic supermarket. We argued that the availability of RGTs that target height, immunity and aspects of cognition could result in collective action problems. At least in the case of immunity and cognitive traits, and possibly also in the case of height, it is plausible that these problems would have significant effects on society and future generations, though of course any predictions about the likely scope and extent of such problems are necessarily highly uncertain.

In this section we will focus on ethical and political issues rather than empirical ones. If a particular RGT did lead to a collective action problem, should that influence whether the state restricts access to it?

Some would argue that there is a strong case for state interference in a market to prevent collective action problems. The presence of a collective action problem can be seen as a type of market failure, which some take to be a ground for state intervention.[38](#fn38){ref-type="fn"} This suggests that some would think the state could be justified in intervening in a genetic supermarket in order to prevent collective action problems. This view is prima facie quite plausible. It is plausible that moral agents, including the state, have moral reasons to promote and not to set back human wellbeing, and collective action problems of the sort that we have discussed would tend to reduce overall human wellbeing. On this view, then, the state would have moral reasons to prevent those problems from occurring.

However some influential moral views imply that these reasons are illusory or at least are outweighed by other considerations. It may be claimed either that no state involvement at all in the genetic supermarket is appropriate, or that the state should only intervene in the market to prevent imminent and substantial harm to individuals. We consider these views in turn below.

2.1 A laissez faire approach
----------------------------

Perhaps the genetic supermarket should be a true 'free market' to which no state restrictions apply. The most promising argument for this view would, we think, appeal to the view that parents have a *right* to determine the genetic characteristics of their children. This view might (though need not) be advanced within an entitlement-based theory of justice such as that advanced by Robert Nozick.[39](#fn39){ref-type="fn"} If parents enjoy a right of this kind, then state intervention in the genetic supermarket would be impermissible, or at least presumptively impermissible, depending on what view one takes regarding the normative strength of rights.

A difficulty with this approach, however, is that it is very doubtful whether parents do enjoy a right of the relevant sort. It is often claimed that people have a right to self-ownership and it might, perhaps, follow from this that they have a right to determine *their own* genetic characteristics, insofar as this is possible. But it is doubtful whether this right extends to one\'s children who are not part of one\'s own self. Alternatively it might be claimed that parents have rights to determine the genetic characteristics of their offspring because children are the external property of their parents, and parents have a right to shape the characteristics of their external property. But children do not seem to fall under property rights of the sort that cover external possessions; we do not, for example, think that parents are free to sell, rent or destroy their children as we would were children external property of the ordinary sort. It seems doubtful, then, that an appeal to property rights could support a right to determine the genetic characteristics of one\'s children.

Rather than that attempting to derive a right to determine the genetic characteristics of one\'s children from a more general class of property rights, one might attempt to derive it from a more general right to shape the characteristics of one\'s children. It is true that parents are normally permitted to exert considerable influence over the traits of their children by, for example, choosing what sort of parenting style to adopt and choosing what kinds of educational and recreational opportunities to present to their children. It might be argued that we allow parents such great freedom in these areas because we take them to have a right to shape the traits of their child, and this right might be thought to include a right to determine, prior to birth, the child\'s genetic characteristics.

However, most people would accept that there should be significant constraints on how parents raise their children. For example, compulsory elementary education is widely accepted, so is the idea that the state may intervene with parental freedom in cases of child neglect or where parents are, for example, encouraging seriously anti-social behaviour in their children. Insofar as widely held views on parenting support a right to determine the characteristics of one\'s children, and thus to determine the genetic characteristics of one\'s future children, they support only a rather constrained right. It is therefore difficult to see how an appeal to such views could support an *unconstrained* right of the sort that would be necessary to support an unregulated genetic supermarket approach to RGTs.

2.2 The 'real and present' harms requirement
--------------------------------------------

Rather than a true free market, perhaps the genetic supermarket should be one in which the standard for state intervention is set very high, so that it precludes interference to prevent collective action problems, though it may allow state intervention for other reasons. John Harris suggests a view that might have this implication. He states that, for restrictions on access to reproductive technologies to be justified, it must be the case that the use of those technologies would be

> seriously harmful to others or to society and that these harms are real and present, not future and speculative, for if they were not, the presumption in favour of liberty would be at risk whenever imaginative tyrants could postulate possible, but highly unlikely, future harms.[40](#fn40){ref-type="fn"}

It might be argued that the sorts of harms caused by creating collective action problems do not satisfy this requirement. However, it is unclear what Harris means by his requirement that harms be '*real and present, not future and speculative*'.[41](#fn41){ref-type="fn"} The requirement may seem to rule out, as grounds for state intervention, all harms that will not occur immediately, or at least in the short-term future. But if so, the requirement will be implausible. In general, the fact that a harm will occur some distance into the future does not undermine the case for state intervention. For example, a government could clearly be justified in preventing a parent from feeding a poison to his child, even if that poison would only cause harm to the child years down the line.

This suggests that we should focus not on Harris\'s distinction between 'present' and 'future' harms, but on his distinction between 'real' and 'speculative' harms. There are different ways in which we might interpret this distinction. On one interpretation, a harm qualifies as 'real' if and only if there is some *non-negligible* probability of it occurring: entirely fantastic harms do not warrant state intervention, but harms could nevertheless be highly unlikely and still warrant government intervention. This view would certainly not rule out collective action problems of the kinds we have described as grounds for state intervention, since the probability that such problems will occur is not negligible. However, it is doubtful that Harris intends to set the threshold for 'real' harms so low, for he describes the 'real and present harm' condition as a 'high standard'.[42](#fn42){ref-type="fn"} He also at times replaces talk of 'real and present' harms with talk of 'real, present, and highly probable' harms.[43](#fn43){ref-type="fn"}

This suggests that Harris rather has in mind that a harm would qualify as 'real' only if there is a *high* probability that the harm will occur. Harris would then be claiming that only harms with a high probability justify state intervention. This might seem to exclude consideration of the sorts of harms that we have discussed. However, on this interpretation, Harris view is implausible. Surely states are permitted to intervene to prevent harms that will occur with low probability if those harms are severe enough. Suppose parents feed their child a poison that only has an effect in 1% of cases, but that effect is to cause death. The state would be permitted to intervene to prevent the administration of this poison.

Perhaps Harris\'s 'real harm' requirement could be understood in a different and more plausible way. The thought might be that a harm will be sufficient to justify state intervention only if it will occur with a high probability *or* would have a high severity. On this view, low probability harms may justify state intervention, but only if they have a high degree of severity. This criterion would seem to preserve Harris\' thought that there should be a presumption in favour of liberty. However, it is not clear that this criterion would rule out intervention in the genetic supermarket to prevent collective action problems. After all, it is plausible that, for example, uses of RGTs that significantly reduced diversity of cognitive traits or immunity *would*, with at least some significant probability, cause very severe harms. A reduction in immune system diversity might, for example, result in a serious and lethal epidemic that would kill thousands of people.

Of course, it might be argued that no individual parent\'s choice to use an RGT would have made much difference to the risk that such an epidemic would occur. No individual parent would have created a significant risk of a serious harm. However, *collectively* the parents whose choices did in fact make it occur *would* have contributed to a risk of a very serious harm, and it is difficult to see why collective actions should be immune to the kind of state intervention that might be justified in relation to individual actions which risk serious harm. Imagine a case like Parfit\'s 'harmless torturers', in which each of a 1000 individuals pushes a button and the 1000 button-presses *together* result in one instance of torture.[44](#fn44){ref-type="fn"} Although no one individual makes a perceptable difference to pain experienced by the victim in Parfit\'s thought experiment, it would surely be permissible for a government to intervene to prevent some (or perhaps all) of the 1000 people from pressing the button. More generally, if the actions of groups of individuals only *together* constitute a significant risk of serious harm, it may still be permissible to restrict the actions of each individual. Many environmental regulations, for example, such as those which prohibit the burning of household waste or the use of inefficient fuels, are intended to prevent (risks of) environmental harms that would only be severe if many people engaged in the actions in question. Yet most would accept that these regulations can be justified.

Are there other grounds, besides those mentioned by Harris, on which one could argue that the harms produced by collective action problems would be insufficient to justify state interference in the genetic supermarket?

One suggestion might be that the harms produced by collective action problems are insufficient because they are *noncomparative* harms.[45](#fn45){ref-type="fn"} The collective action problems we have discussed may cause significant harms some way into the future, but genetic decisions that produce those harms will also affect what people come into existence in the future. Suppose a large number of people choose to have children with genes that protect against HIV, but this leaves future people susceptible to some new and highly lethal infectious disease 200 years from now, such that no-one who will actually exist would also have existed if the genetic selection decisions had not been made. But suppose those genetic selection decisions will also influence what people exist 200 years from now. In that case, arguably no-one would suffer what Jeff McMahan would call a *comparative* harm -- no-one would be made worse off than they would otherwise have been, or than they were previously, by the occurrence of the epidemic, since the people that it afflicts would not have existed had the decisions that caused the epidemic not been made. At most, we could say that those afflicted by the epidemic suffer a noncomparative harm -- the sort of harm that exists whenever one experiences suffering, regardless of whether things would have been better for the individual otherwise, or were better previously.

This suggestion seems unpromising however. For one thing, it is not clear that noncomparative harms are insufficient to justify state intervention. Derek Parfit gives the example of a community which must choose between *risky policy* -- which would make inhabitants of the community slightly better for the next century but cause a catastrophe in three centuries; and *safe policy* -- which would avoid the catastrophe but make inhabitants slightly worse off over the next century.[46](#fn46){ref-type="fn"} The choice in policy would also change which people exist in the future, so that none of the individuals who would be affected by the catastrophe in risky policy would exist if the community adopted safe policy. By contrast, some of the individuals who will exist in the next century if *safe policy* is adopted would have existed, and been better off, had that policy not been adopted. Despite the fact that *risky policy* would only result in noncomparative harms, while safe policy would result in some comparative harms, it is intuitively plausible that that a state would be justified in choosing *safe policy*. Similarly we may think that states are justified in implementing measures that mitigate the long term risks of climate change, even if these policies also change which people exist in the future, and therefore only prevent noncomparative harms.

Further, it is not clear that all harms produced by the collective action problems we have discussed would be noncomparative. Suppose that current selection decisions regarding immune system or cognitive traits had the effect of causing future epidemics or slowing the rate of future scientific progress. Unless those effects took a very long time to become manifest, some of the people who experience them will be people who already exist. Those people would be made (in one way) worse off by these effects than they would otherwise have been. They would suffer *comparative* harms.

Another suggestion might be that the harms produced by collective action problems would not justify state intervention in the genetic supermarket because they would not affect currently identifiable individuals. In general people have a tendency to give more weight to the claims of identified individuals than unidentified individuals. For example, people are more likely to voluntarily contribute money to rescue an identified group of trapped miners, than they are to voluntarily contribute money to improve mine safety, which would prevent more miners whose identities we do not yet know, becoming tapped in the future.[47](#fn47){ref-type="fn"} However whether this general tendency reflects a morally important distinction is disputed.[48](#fn48){ref-type="fn"} In many cases it seems that harms affecting identified and unidentified individuals should be considered as equally important. For example, we think the police should go to the same lengths to catch a criminal who is planning on killing a specific individual as they do in catching one planning on killing a random person.

But even if it were true that states should give harms affecting identified individuals greater weight than harms affecting unidentified individuals, it does not follow that no measures should be taken to prevent collective action problems in a genetic supermarket. This is because it is implausible that harms affecting unidentified individuals should carry *no* weight at all. If the only way to prevent the deaths of many unidentified individuals in an armed attack was to restrict the freedom of one individual to purchase automated weapons, this would be clearly justified. Similarly if the risk of harm posed by collective action problems to unidentified individuals is sufficiently large, the state would surely be justified in imposing some restrictions on parents accessing the genetic supermarket in order to prevent them.

3. Conclusion
=============

In this article we have investigated the significance of some possible collective action problems that could result from widespread access to RGTs. We claimed that such problems could be expected to arise from the free availability of RGTs targeting height, immune system traits and certain cognitive capacities. We then examined whether the risk of these problems could in principle justify state intervention in a genetic supermarket. First, we noted that there is a plausible *prima facie* case for the view that such interventions could be justified, and second, we responded to a number of arguments that might be adduced against that view. We do not claim to have provided knock-down objections to each of these arguments. However, we hope that our discussion has cast significant doubt on them. It is possible that these doubts could be overcome. However, we believe that, in the meantime, it is reasonable to believe that concerns about collective action problems could in principle justify regulation of the genetic supermarket. We say 'in principle' because we may never have strong enough evidence that a particular collective action problem will occur, or will be serious enough, to warrant government intervention. We have noted several areas in which it is *plausible* that serious collective actions would occur, but that is not to say that we have, or will have, robust and specific evidence of the sort that might be necessary to justify government intervention in relation to particular RGTs.[49](#fn49){ref-type="fn"}

As stated in the introduction, there is disagreement among proponents of liberal eugenics about exactly what conditions justify state interference in the genetic supermarket. Ronald Bailey argues that 'to the extent that new biotechnologies need regulation, agencies should be limited to deciding, as they have traditionally done, only questions about safety and efficacy.'[50](#fn50){ref-type="fn"} Bailey rejects the notion that the state should intervene in the genetic supermarket for reasons beyond the protection of individuals. John Harris accepts that the state could intervene in the genetic supermarket for social reasons, but only to prevent 'real and present harms or dangers'; he takes this to be a 'high standard'.[51](#fn51){ref-type="fn"}

Jonathon Glover is less restrictive in his requirements for state interference in the genetic supermarket. Glover writes:

> could leaving people free to choose genes for their children at the genetic supermarket have serious social costs? If so, we may need a regulated market, on a European model. On this system, there would be no state plan to change people\'s genes or to improve the gene pool, but there might be limitations on genetic choices thought to be against the public interest.[52](#fn52){ref-type="fn"}

Allen Buchannan and co-authors endorse a similar position when they say 'society has good, if not conclusive, reason to restrict the liberties of individuals if the exercise of those liberties undermines a public good'.[53](#fn53){ref-type="fn"}

We believe the arguments presented in this article support a framework for regulating RGTs that is more in line with those proposed by Buchannan and Glover than those proposed by Harris and Bailey. We have argued that, in principle, it is legitimate for the state to intervene in the genetic supermarket to prevent collective action problems. The types of harms that collective action problems pose may not affect any identifiable individuals and may not occur for several generations, meaning they may not be considered legitimate grounds of state interferences in more restrictive liberal eugenic approaches. Nevertheless, given the total risk of harm that may be posed by collective action problems, we believe they would potentially justify restrictions on parental choice in the genetic supermarket.
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